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Almtraet--The ambiguities in the spin Hamiltonian formalism describing electron paramagnetic resonance 
spectra re discussed in terms of the uncertainty principle of quantum mechanics. The observables in the 
spin Hamiltonian can be defined as the invariants under transformation i  the spinor basis of effective 
spins, or the invariants under rotation in the Cartesian frame, if the spectra re recorded in crystals or 
isotropic liquids, respectively. The separability of scalar, antisymmetric and tensorial components of 
magnetic interactions in liquids, as well as the non-separability n crystals is considered as the uncertainty 
in the measurements of angle and angular momentum. 
INTRODUCTION 
The uncertainty principle of quantum mechanics tells us, when a system is subjected to a given 
measurement, the perturbation caused in its evolution by the intervention of the measuring device 
can never be made arbitrary small. Or in other words, at the quantum level of accuracy, it is 
impossible to separate the quantum object o be measured from the measuring instrument [1]. In 
this paper the following questions arise: "what is understood by the quantum object", "what is 
understood by the measuring device", "what intervention is made by the instrument when the 
electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra re recorded in a single crystal or in an isotropically 
tumbling liquid", and "what invariants characterize the spin Hamiltonian describing the magnetic 
interactions for a paramagnetic molecule". 
SP IN  HAMILTONIAN FORMALISM 
In the EPR experiment the paramagnetic material is placed in an external magnetic field, which 
resolves the degeneracy of the electronic ground state, and transitions are induced between these 
states by a radiofrequency (rf) magnetic field. The transitions have a resonance if the value of static 
magnetic field and the frequency of rf irradiation has a well defined ratio. 
The initial question is how the magnetic field influences the state of the paramagnetic molecule. 
The Hamiltonian of a free electron in B magnetic field can be given as [2] 
~z =/~B(I  + 2g~s) 'B,  (1) 
where/zB is the Bohr-magneton a d ge = 2.0023. 
In the case of paramagnetic molecules, the ground state is degenerate without a magnetic field 
and its resolution due to the field can be obtained by the diagonalization of S3z in the ground 
manifold. This is the first order perturbation that does not mix the eigenstates of unperturbed 
Hamiltonian. In this approximation, consequently, noinformation is obtained for the disturbance 
of the quantum object caused by the magnetic field. The second order perturbation, however, will 
admix the eigenstates of the unperturbed Hamiltonian, where the admixture is proportional to the 
ratio of the matrix elements of .~z between the ground and excited states regarding the respective 
excitation energies. In the typical EPR experiments his ratio is around 10-4-10 -6, thus, second 
order corrections can be neglected. In other words, the effect of the magnetic field can be described 
by a formalism, where the disturbance due to the external field need not be taken into 
consideration. This formalism is the spin Hamiltonian [3, 4], in which the effective S spin is 
introduced by the definition that 2S + 1 is equal to the degeneracy of ground state in zero magnetic 
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field. The spin Hamiltonian 
~sn = unS "~ "n - uB(SxgxxBx + SxgxyBy + Sxgx, B, + SygyxBx 
+ SygyyBy + SygrzB z+ S~gzxB x + S,g,rBy + S:g=B~), (2) 
is defined by a matrix identity relation, expressing that, all matrix elements of ~sH between the 
eigenfunctions of S~ effective spin are equal to the matrix elements of .5z in the ground manifold. 
The ~ real matrix in the spin Hamiltonian reflects the properties of ground state wave function. 
Analogously, we can introduce an .4 hyperfine and a gr~ nuclear g-matrix for describing the 
magnetic interaction between a paramagnetic electron and nucleus; and the external field and the 
nucleus, respectively: 
-~sn = usS'~'B + I..~.S - #NI'~N'B, (3) 
where #r~ stands for the nuclear magneton. 
There are also magnetic interactions between the paramagnetic molecules, but we will confine 
our discussions to diluted systems, as, e.g. diamagnetic rystals doped with paramagnetic 
molecules, or solutions containing paramagnetic substances atlow concentration, i  which case any 
intermolecular magnetic interaction can be neglected. 
MOLECULAR MOTIONS 
In the framework of spin Hamiltonian formalism, ~, .4 and ~N matrices can be considered as 
special representations of the ground state wave function of the molecule. The next question is how 
these interaction matrices will be affected by the various types of molecular motions, e.g. lattice 
and molecular vibrations, diffusions, etc. In order to calculate lectronic wave function, we separate 
the motions of electrons and nuclei in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [5], i.e. the electrons 
follow without inertia the variations of the electrostatic field of the vibrating nuclei. This renders 
the electronic weave function, and consequently, the interaction matrices of the spin Hamiltonian 
time-dependent entities: 
-~sH = #BS'~(t)'B + I 'A(t ) 'S  - #NI'~N(t)'B. (4) 
It is important to note that in this case the electrostatic potential of the nuclei appears as an external 
field for the system of electrons, in other words, the nuclei are considered as a part of the measuring 
device. In this concept deviations from the Born-Oppenheimer approximation represent he 
uncontrollable intervention of the measuring tool. It is also customary to speak about the spin 
system and the lattice system, where the latter includes all motional freedom of the molecules except 
the spin [6]. In this context he spin system is regarded as the quantum object, while the lattice forms 
a part of the measuring device. 
EPR TIME-SCALE 
Even if the Born--Oppenheimer approximation holds true, the EPR spectrometer could not 
necessarily follow the rapid variations of Hamiltonian (4), since level separation in the magnetic 
field is small, which requires a rather long measurement time according to the time-energy 
uncertainty [7]. If the external conditions remain unaltered for 6t time, the precision of energy 
measurements is limited to h/fit, or in the spectroscopic approach, where the frequency ismeasured: 
0o9 >~ 1~fit. (5) 
The above uncertainty rule can also be expressed in terms of the adiabatic or Ehrenfest theorem [8], 
which classifies the solutions of the Schr&linger equation when the Hamiltonian contains 
time-dependent potential energy. This theorem states that in case of rapid passage, when the 
external field varies very fast, the state of the quantum object remains unaltered and the 
time-dependent potential can be replaced by its time average; on the other hand, in the ease of 
adiabatic passage, when the external field varies very slowly, the state of the quantum object can 
be determined at any time by the instantaneous value of the external field. The quantitative 
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condition of adiabatic passage can be derived from the amplitude of energy fluctuation caused by 
variation of the external field. Let us decompose the Hamiltonian into constant and time-dependent 
terms: 
8 ~ 80 -[- 81 (t), (6) 
where the time average of 81 (t) is supposed to vanish. We introduce the standard eviation of 
frequency characterizing the amplitude of energy fluctuation: 
Ao~ 2 = (I 8 ,  (t): I>/h 2. (7) 
Let us denote the characteristic time of the external field fluctuation by %, which is the period time 
if vibrational motions, or the correlation time if molecular diffusions are studied, The passage can 
be considered rapid if 
Ao~,~ ,~ 1, (8) 
and it is adiabatic if 
Ao~% ,> 1. (9) 
For the same molecular motion the relative rate of passage will be strongly different if transitions 
between electronic states, or between Zeeman levels are investigated. In the former case Ata is 
around 1014-1015s -I, which is fast compared to the vibrational frequencies, thus the adiabatic 
Born-Oppenheimer approximation can be applied. In the EPR experiment the resonance condition 
is not affected by the total energy of the electronic system, and it is only the separation of degenerate 
levels in the magnetic field that matters. The motional modulation of this separation depends on 
several factors, e.g. the value of external magnetic field, the amplitude of vibrations, the extent of 
magnetic anisotropy, etc. In typical EPR experiments Ao~Ep Ris 106-10 s s-i in liquids and 104-10 6 S-1 
in crystals, that is, Ao~Ep R is substantially lower than the frequency of motion that produces the 
fluctuation in the level separation. Thus, according to the Ehrenfest heorem, molecular motions 
are fast in the EPR time scale, and only the average of 8s, should be considered when energy 
separation in the magnetic field is calculated. 
In crystals if the displacements of nuclei in the course of vibrations cause only linear variations 
in the matrix elements of spin Hamiltonian, the symmetry properties of magnetic interactions will 
correspond to the equilibrium geometry of molecules. As regards vibrations, the same holds true 
in the rapidly tumbling liquid, but in this case, molecular reorientations will also make anisotropic 
interactions time-dependent; e.g. 
~(t) = R(t)'~" J~-I(t), (10) 
where R(t) is the Euler transformation from molecular frame to laboratory frame, where the 
direction of the external field is fixed. Typically, the correlation time of molecular eorientation 
is much shorter than 1/Ao~, i.e. the characteristic time of EPR, thus, the anisotropic feature of 
magnetic interactions i not observable if only the frequency of resonance transitions i  measured. 
MAGNETIC RELAXATION 
The EPR measurements can supply information in the time domains as well. Relaxation times 
T1 and T2, by which the components of magnetic susceptibility approach their equilibrium can be 
measured parallel and perpendicular to the external magnetic field, respectively. Magnetic 
relaxation processes are created by the time-dependence of various magnetic interactions between 
electron spins, nuclear spins and the external magnetic field. These processes will be different in 
the case of TI spin-lattice and T2 spin-spin relaxations, since the former requires energy transport 
between the spin and lattice systems, while the latter does not. We should note here that the 
treatment of this energy transport between spin and lattice systems requires ad hoc assumptions 
in the density matrix formalism of relaxation theory [9], since the spin system is treated quantum 
mechanically, while the lattice is described classically. 
The theory of magnetic relaxation in liquids is essentially based on an iterative solution of the 
Schr6dinger equation, which starts from the rapid passage approximation. The various terms in 
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the iterative procedure give the transition probabilities between the states of the ~ averaged spin 
Hamiltonian induced by .~(t) the time-dependent component of magnetic interactions. If the 
iteration is convergent, the second order term gives the major contribution to transition 
probabilities, which are reciprocally related to the relaxation time. In an order of magnitude 
approxmation it is 
1/T2 ,~ AcO2Xc, (11) 
i.e. the shorter the characteristic time of molecular motion, the weaker is the relaxation. Thus, in 
liquids, where the correlation time of rotational diffusion is much longer than the period of 
vibrational oscillations, any vibrational contributions to the magnetic relaxation can be neglected, 
and only the anisotropic magnetic relaxations hould be taken into account. If we extend our 
investigations to systems intermediate between rapid and adiabatic passage, higher order 
relaxation contributions also gain importance [10]. In this case, iterations of successive order will 
produce terms proportional to the average of various power of the time-dependent Hamiltonian: 
(I.~l(t)l) 2, (I.~(t)l) 3, ( I .~(t)l) 4 etc. Since Arn depends on the external field, the relative 
contribution of terms with different power will vary if the resonance is detected in different 
resonance fields. 
Up to this day, technical difficulties of relaxation time measurements in EPR prevented 
elaboration of such an experiment, but in principle, all invariants of $~(t) of different power can 
be separately measured. 
SPIN HAMILTONIAN INVARIANTS IN SINGLE CRYSTALS 
Let us compare the spin Hamiltonian invariants in liquids and in crystals. In crystals, where 
molecular orientation in the laboratory frame is fixed, time-independent matrices represent the 
various magnetic interactions, and the structure of these matrices is determined by the local 
molecular symmetry. Kneubiihl [1 l, 12] gave a detailed groups theoretical analysis of the above 
relation and pointed out that magnetic interactions might have a non-tensorial nature in spin 
Hamiltonian formalism, i.e. the interaction matrices might be asymmetric: 
go v~ g/i, A U ~ Aji and gN~j ~ gNj,, (12) 
if the local symmetry does not contain any symmetry plain. This asymmetry can be measured 
experimentally only if it is not affected by any transformation leaving the Hamiltonian invariant. 
In the definitive relations of the spin Hamiltonian, we can use any base of the effective lectron 
and nuclear spin. This means that 2S + 1 dimensional Us and 21 + 1 dimensional U~ trans- 
formations in the respective spinor bases should leave the spin Hamiltonian invariant: 
=/zaS' .~' .B + I'. ~'. S' -/~NI"~'N'B, (13) 
with S and I being vector operators, the unitary transformation i  the spinor bases can be 
substituted by a real orthogonal transformation i the Cartesian frame [13]: 
S = UsS' Uf ~ = S' "Rs (14) 
and 
I --- U~I' U/-~ = I ' . /~. (15) 
The above transformations will modify the matrices in the spin Hamiltonian in the following way: 
~'--  Rs'S, -'1' = Rl',4"Rf~ and ~h = RI 'gN.  (16) 
According to the invariance requirement, any expression constructed from the interaction matrices 
of spin Hamiltonian is observable if it is invariant under the transformations of equation (16). 
There are altogether 27 parameters in matrices ~. ,4 and SN, but the two arbitrary Euler 
transformations will reduce the number of observable parameters by six, that is, the number of 
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independent invariants is 21. The simplest invariant expressions are the following: 
• gN 'gN = (17) 
and 
. . ,4  " . ' = . . . " 2"  " , i  " = " 2 " , i  " , (18) 
where the tilde symbol " represents matrix transposition. 
All the above expressions are symmetric matrices and three linearly independent relations can 
be given among their rotational invariants, thus, equations (17) and (18) will produce all the 21 
independent observables except he signs of the respective determinants, which are also invariants 
under the transformations in equation (16): 
Det(~') -- Det(~), 
Det(~) = Det(~N), 
Det(.4 ') = Det(.4'). (19) 
The perturbation solution of the spin Hamiltonian eigenvalue problem can also be expressed by 
the symmetric matrices in equations (17) and (18), thus the EPR spectra of single crystals can be 
characterized by tensorial expressions [14-16]. From the symmetric matrices in equation (17), we 
could not decide whether ~ and gN matrices are symmetric or not, but the problem of matrix 
asymmetry can be settled for the A matrix in equations (18). If we assume ~ and gN are symmetric, 
we can deduce both ~. ft and .4..~ from the mixed invariant expressions [note that neither of these 
symmetric products are invariant under transformations i  equation (16)]. If these products prove 
to be different, we have experimental evidence for the asymmetry of matrix .4. The invariants in 
equations (17) and (18) are quadratic expressions, thus, if we exclude singularity the EPR spectra 
will be characterized bypositive definite matrices. Consequently, the relative sign of the principal 
values of interactions i not observable, only the sign of determinants. The latter fact was 
experimentally verified by EPR experiments, where circularly polarized rf field was applied [17]. 
SPIN HAMILTONIAN INVARIANTS IN 
ISOTROPIC LIQUIDS 
In liquids, where reorientation of the molecule is fast, motional average of the time-dependent 
Hamiltonian can be measured. If, the molecular tumbling is isotropic, the motional average will 
agree with the rotational average. In order to derive the rotational invariants, we decompose ~ into 
a scalar, an antisymmetric and a tensorial matrix: 
~,= = 1/3Tr(~)J~ - g0J~, (20) 
~ = 1/2(g -~)  (21)  
and 
- -  1 /2 (g  + - (22)  
where J~ is the unit matrix in the Cartesian frame. Here ~ is invariant under rotation, while ~v 
transforms as an axial vactor and gt as a tensor, that is, these matrices transform as L = 0, 1 and 
2 irreducible representations of the rotational group. Analogously, ,,~ and gn matrices can also be 
decomposed into scalar, antisymmetric and tensorial parts: ,~;  ,~v; ,4t and gN.~; gN.v; gN,,; 
respectively. These decompositions will give us the time-independent a d time-dependent terms of 
the Hamiltonian, which are for the electron Zeeman interaction: 
• ~0 =/.tng0S'B (23) 
and 
.~m (t) = #aS'~ (t). B + #sS'~t(t)" B. (24) 
Analogous terms can be given for hyperfine and nuclear Zeeman interactions as well. From EPR 
spectra recorded in liquids, we may obtain the scalar part of the interactions from the line positions, 
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while the measurement of T~ and T2 relaxation times will give the rotational invariants of 
differential orders of ~1 (t). The rotational invariance means that only those expressions construc- 
ted from the spin Hamiltonian matrices are observables in the isotropically tumbling liquids, which 
are invariant under the transformations: 
g '=/~ 'g ' /~- ' ;  / i '=h . .4 .R  ' and g~=a~.~n./~ -t, (25) 
where/~ represents an arbitrary Euler transformation i  the Cartesian frame. This requirement will 
reduce the number of observables by three, since any Euler transformation can be given by the 
three Euler angles. In the case of the electron Zeeman interaction, this means that six independent 
invariants can be formed from the nine matrix elements of g: 
Tr(~) = Tr(~c); Tr(gv2), Tr(o~); 1/3Tr(~) = Det(~t), Tr(~2~'gt); Tr(g 2"~t2). (26) 
All six matrix invariants can be derived from the EPR spectra, since the relaxation time 
measurements carried out in three different frequencies will separate the invariants of different 
order, and the two second and third order invariants will give linearly independent expressions for 
Ti and T 2 . 
For the invariants in equations (26) a geometric interpretation can also be given. Tr(~ 2) and 
Det(~t ) offer the principal values of the tensorial component through the characteristic equation: 
x 3 - 1/2Tr(~)x - Det(~t) = 0, (27) 
while Tr(~) give the length of vectorial component and Tr(~ 2. ~t) and -2 -2 Tr(~'gt)  its orientation in 
the frame defined by the principal axes of gt. Although in liquids, we have no information about 
the orientation of the vectorial and tensorial components of magnetic interactions with respect to 
the directions of the laboratory frame, the relative orientation of these angle-dependent i teractions 
remains unaltered in the course of molecular otations, thus they are physical observables. This 
holds true for hyperfine and nuclear Zeeman interactions as well, which explains the appearance 
of mixed invariants in relaxation expressions [10], such as, Tr(~.,4~), Tr(~t','L), etc. 
INVARIANCE RELATIONS BETWEEN CRYSTALS 
AND LIQUIDS 
The above analysis howed there are six independent invariants of the g matrix both in isotropic 
liquid and in single crystal. Since the g matrix has maximum nine different real components, there 
should be at least three relationships between crystal and liquid invariants. These relations can be 
extracted from the rotational invariants of the symmetrized ~s matrix: 
"2 -2  Tr(g,) = Tr(g~ - gv 2+ g~), 
Det(g~) = Det(g~) + Det(gt) + Tr(~2~ "g~ - 1/2g~'~ 2 - 1/2g~.g~), 
Tr(~) = Tr (~ - 8gv'2 "gt'2) + l/2Tr(~ + ~)  
+ 2Tr(~)Tr(g~ - 1/3g~) + 2/3Tr(g~)Tr(~ 3 - g~.~t), (28) 
where 
gs = (~.~),/2. (29) 
Analogous relations can be given for the rotational invariants of the other symmetrized matrix 
expressions in equations (17) and (18). Equations (28) show that the rotational invariants of 
symmetrized ~, matrix can be determined not only from single crystal measurements, but, in 
principle, these values can also be derived from the relaxation measurements in liquids. From the 
three invariants in equations (28), the principal values of the symmetrized gs tensor can also be 
computed by the characteristic equation: 
x 3 - Tr(~2)x 2+ 1/2[Tr(~) - Tr2(~2)]x - Det(~) -- 0. (30) 
It is noteworthy that in powder samples, where due to the uniform distribution of crystallites no 
orientational information is available, also the three rotational invariants in equations (28) can be 
determined, which is equivalent with the three principal values of the ~s tensor. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Invariance and uncertainty principle 
In the previous paragraph, it has been pointed out, which universal invariants of spin 
Hamiltonian can be determined independently of the rate of the molecular motions in the samples. 
Now we wish to focus attention on the special observables of the two different physical states. 
In crystals the molecules are static and the orientation of the electronic wave function is fixed 
by the electrostatic potential of nuclear framework, which is considered as a part of the instrument. 
As a consequence of instrumental disturbance, the wave function is no more an eigenstate of the 
angular momentum, and the magnetic interaction matrices in the spin Hamiltonian, which are 
representations of the wave function, will include elements transforming as a reducible represent- 
ation of the rotational group. In particular, if the molecule does not contain inversion symmetry, 
the L = 1 functions will admix with the L = 0 and 2 functions resulting in the appearance of 
antisymmetric components in the spin Hamiltonian matrices, i.e. the matrices become asymmetric. 
In the single crystal experiment we could not separate scalar, antisymmetric and tensorial 
contributions in magnetic interactions, whereas the angles of the principal directions of sym- 
metrized magnetic interactions can be measured, since molecular orientation is fixed with respect 
to the external field. Thus the ambiguity in spin Hamiltonian formalism is a special representation 
of the angular momentum-angle uncertainty rule, which follows from the non-commutativity of 
these operators, e.g.: 
¢pL~ -- L~o = ih. (31) 
In liquids, where the rate of molecular eorientation is fast, the rapid passage solution of the 
Schr6dinger equations is valid, yielding a wave function, which is the eigen-function of the angular 
momentum. Thus, the following conclusions can be drawn: the scalar, antisymmetric and tensorial 
components of magnetic interactions give experimentally separable contributions to the relaxation 
times, whereas the molecule does not maintain its orientation long enough for the measurement 
of the angles of anisotropic magnetic interactions. 
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